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Auction Day: 1

Spade Back Chairs x 6 - Full Cedar. Australian Convict style. (one unrestored). - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

500 - 600Good1

Victorian Table - Full cedar, pedestal base with tri feet. 106cm diam. - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

250 - 350Good2

Victorian Table - Full Cedar. Pedestal column with tri feet. 68cm diam. - FLOOR BIDDERS
ONLY

125 - 175Good3

Wine Tables x 2 - One Victorian pine & cedar. 50cm diam. A/F. Also a full cedar version 
38cm diam. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 175Good4

Chaise Lounge - Victorian Mahogany carved with Tapestry. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 400 - 600Good5

Desk/Table - Silky Oak square leg 1930s. 100cm x 60cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 150 - 200Good6

Tub Chair - Edwardian carved chair with Tapestry and castors. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 225 - 275Good7

Wooden Coffee Table - Full Cedar, not old. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 100 - 150Good8

Blanket Box - Early pine lidded box, added legs.  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 100 - 150Good9

Quantity of Frames - Prints, Paintings etc. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 60 - 80Good10

Quantity of Frames, Mirrors, Paintings etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 60 - 80Good11

Windows etc - Pair of Leadlight Windows, also pair of Swing Pub doors. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 175Good12

Leadlight Doors, etc - Pair of ornate Cedar Swing Doors with matching side lights, original 
quality glass with fine artwork, minor AF, spectacular brass and crystal handles. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

800 - 1200Good13

Bed Heads, etc - Includes Cedar Chiffioneer back, mirror, etc - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 100 - 125Good14

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable15

Boxed Lot - Crested China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable16

Boxed Lot - Cups & Saucers -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable17

Boxed Lot - Masons China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable18

Boxed Lot - Tin, Compact, etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable19

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable20

Boxed Lot - Wade China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable21

Boxed Lot - Blue & White Turkey plate -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable22

Boxed Lot - Victorian Scales -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable23

Boxed Lot - Sextant & Fishing Flies -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable24

Boxed Lot - Pair of Candle Holders -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable25

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable26

Boxed Lot - Old Vases -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable27

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable28

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable29

Boxed Lot - Abacus's etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable30

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable31

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable32

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable33

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable34

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable35

Boxed Lot - Candlesticks, etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable36

Boxed Lot - Boxed Cutlery -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable37

Boxed Lot - Boxed Cutlery -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable38

Boxed Lot - Boxed Cutlery -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable39

Boxed Lot - Souv. Spoons -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable40

Boxed Lot - Boxed Cutlery -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable41

Cutlery Canteen - Includes part cutlery set. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable42

Boxed Lot - Crystal Glasses -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable43

Boxed Lot - Crystal Glasses -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable44

Boxed Lot - Shorter China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable45

NB. 11% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auc tioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 1
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Boxed Lot - Shorter China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable46

Boxed Lot - Shorter China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable47

Boxed Lot - Old Metal items -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable48

Boxed Lot - Part Worcester Dinner Set -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable49

Boxed Lot - Crystal Bowls etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable50

Boxed Lot - Wooden Columns -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable51

Boxed Lot - Old Lace etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable52

Boxed Lot - Hanging Light Shade -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable53

Boxed Lot - Old China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable54

Boxed Lot - Antique China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable55

Boxed Lot - Antique China -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Not Applicable56

Chest of Drawers - Early Australian Cedar Chest, original on Bun feet, pine secondary 
timbers. Needs restoration.112cm wide, 122cm tall. Needs restoration. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

1500 - 2000Good57

Toilet Mirror - Victorian Mahogany standing mirror with columns and claw feet. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

300 - 350Good58

Chest of Drawers - Extra large 8 drawer cedar and pine chest, brass hardware. 145cm x 
130cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

800 - 1200Good59

Plant Stands and Lectern - Silky oak planter box, pine stand and lectern. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 200Good60

Gramaphone Cabinet - Attractive maple 4 door cabinet with hinged top. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 200Good61

Display Cabinet - Lovely rosewood coloured china cabinet, 2 door with shelves. - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 200Good62

Long Case Clock - Georgian, English Oak with Brass Face, (Whitehead, Brackley), 
original condition needs restoration. 210cm x 46cm

2000 - 3000Good63

Banquet Lamp - Brass base and column with ruby glass font, double burner and chimney 
with ruby ball shade.

750 - 1000Good64

Table Lamp - Brass base and column with cut crystal font, good double burner chimney 
and a clear frosted ball shade.

500 - 600Good65

Banquet Lamp - Ceramic base, brass column, embossed ruby font, good duplex  double 
burner and chimney with a stunning graduated Art Nouveau ruby shade.

1200 - 1500Good66

Banquet Lamp - Brass base and column with embossed clear glass font, old double 
burner and chimney, with etched frill top shade.

800 - 1200Good67

Slops Bucket - Royal Devon ceramic Art Nouveau bucket with cane handle and matching 
insert, some ware to floral decoration.

150 - 175Good68

Kerosene Lamp - Depression green glass base with burner and chimney. 100 - 125Good69

Kerosene Lamp - Depression green glass base with burner and chimney. 100 - 125Good70

Reference Books x 5 - Shorter ceramics, postcards etc. 30 - 40Good71

Reference Books x 4 - Nailsea Glass, Silver Hall Mark books x 3. 40 - 60Good72

Reference Books x 4 - All Doulton - Advertising Wares, Kingsware etc.  80 - 100Good73

Reference Books x 5 - All Doulton subjects. 80 - 120Good74

Reference Books x 3 - All Worcester subjects. 80 - 100Good75

Reference Books x 3 - All Worcester subjects. 100 - 150Good76

Reference Books x 8 - Mostly early porcelain & pottery. 80 - 100Good77

Reference Books x 3 - Barbed Wire, Coca-Cola, etc. 30 - 40Good78

Reference Books x 4 - Carnival Glass, Paper Weights, etc. 40 - 60Good79

Reference Books x 5 - Dolls, Teddybears, Head Vases. 80 - 100Good80

Reference Books x 4 - Westcott Price Guide, etc. 30 - 40Good81

Reference Books x 4 - All Carters Price Guides 1998 - 2001. 150 - 200Good82

Reference Books x 4 - All Carters Price Guides 93, 94, 96, 97 editions. 150 - 200Good83

Reference Books x 3 - All Carters Collectables price guide. 40 - 60Good84

Reference Books x 8 - All Ken Arnold Collectables valuation guides. 60 - 80Good85

Quanitity of Cutlery - Mostly quality Queens pattern silver plate, forks, spoons, etc. 150 - 200Good86

Quanitity of Cutlery - Two sets of six Queens pattern silver plate forks. 100 - 150Good87

NB. 11% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auc tioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 2
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Quanitity of Flatware - Three part sets of silver plated knives. 60 - 80Good88

Quanitity of Cutlery - Mostly Queens pattern, silver plated forks and teaspoons. 80 - 120Good89

Silver Teaspoons - Set of 6 hallmarked silver Queens pattern teaspoons. 250 - 300Good90

Silver Spoons x 3 - 2 x Queens pattern teaspoons and Mustard spoon. 60 - 80Good91

Silver Spoons - Pair of silver Queens pattern dessert spoons. 80 - 100Good92

Set of Silver Spoons - 6 silver double struck Queens pattern dessert spoons. 250 - 300Good93

Silver Forks - 6 silver Queens pattern forks. 300 - 350Good94

Silver Forks - 6 silver double struck Queens pattern table forks  - early. 400 - 450Good95

Set of Silver Forks - 6 silver double struck Queens pattern table forks. 400 - 450Good96

Quanitiy of Hatpins - A dozen plus of hatpins. 50 - 60Good97

Hatpins x 3 - All long Victorian type with ornate decoration. 60 - 80Good98

Quanitiy of Hatpins - A dozen plus of hatpins. 50 - 60Good99

Minature Portrait - Antique wooden frame with well handpainted gentlemen on ivory. 225 - 275Good100

Minature Portrait - Antique wooden frame with well handpainted woman on ivory. 225 - 275Good101

Boxed Manicure Set - Original leatherette case, containing 11 tools (scissors, thimble, 
button hook, etc). minor marks.

125 - 175Very Good102

Scent Bottle - Victorian faceted amber glass, with silver cap & stopper, 6.5cm tall. minor 
marks. 

125 - 150Very Good103

Scent Bottle - Edwardian cut amethyst round bottle with ornate stopper, 6.5cm tall. minor 
marks.

150 - 175Very Good104

Brooch Scent Bottle - Edwardian tiny black glass bottle with silver decoration, stopper & 
hanging pin. Very Sweet, 4cm long. minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good105

Scent Bottle - Ceramic egg shaped bottle, with handpainted floral decoration & silver cap, 
4cm long. minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good106

Hanging Scent Bottle - Ceramic egg shaped bottle with brass cap and hanging chain, 
classical design, 10cm long. minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good107

Matchbox Holder - Small nickel plated matchbook holder advertising 'Melox' dog T/M. 5cm 
long, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good108

Advertising Vesta & Sovereign Holder - Edwardian nickel plated advertising 'Hutton's 
Hams & Bacon' pineapple T/M. 7cm long. minor marks. Rare.

250 - 300Very Good109

Advertising Vesta - Nickel plated brass in the form of a champayne bottle, 'Charles 
Heidsieck', early & rare. minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good110

Half Dolls x 3 - One has original brush, 6cm - 9cm's.  minor marks. 80 - 120Good111

Half Dolls x 2 - Both German ceramic, well detailed larger varieties, both 11cm tall, minor 
marks.

125 - 150Very Good112

Perfume Bottle - Overlay glass with cut fine design, and matching stopper, lovely quality. 
17cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good113

Mary Gregory Vase - Small clear glass Victorian vase, with handpainted Boy & Butterfly 
decoration, applied clear glass decoration, has some damage, 16cm tall.

40 - 60Fair114

Perfume Bottle - Edwardian, cobalt blue, pedestal base bottom with applied Gilt decoration
and clear glass stopper, 18cm tall.

150 - 175Very Good115

Silver Coffee Pot - Hallmarked sterling silver, 1930s coffee pot with Bakelite handle and 
knob. 18cm tall. minor marks.

150 - 175Good116

Scent Bottle - Crystal acorn shaped bottle with embossed silver sterling silver cap, 7cm 
tall. minor marks. 

100 - 125Very Good117

Scent Bottle - Small faceted ruby glass bottle with sterling silver top, dated 1865, 5cm tall. 
minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good118

Scent Bottle - Stunning small victorian egg shaped bottle - end of day glass with sterling 
silver cap, a ripper. 6cm tall. minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good119

Smelling Salts Bottle - Faceted crystal bottle with stopper and ornate sterling silver cap, 
7cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good120

Double Ended Scent Bottle - Ruby glass octagonal body with sterling silver cap to each 
end, nice quality. 10cm long. minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good121

Double Ended Scent Bottle - Cobalt blue glass octagonal body with sterling silver cap to 
each end, nice quality. 10cm long. minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good122

Silver Pin Cushion - Round sterling silver stand holding original worn pin cushion, 8cm 
diam, minor marks.

125 - 150Good123
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Silver Sugar Tongs - Silver filigree nips with floral design, 10cm long. 80 - 120Good124

Silver Sugar Tongs - Hallmarked silver sugar nips, with Art Nouveau design, 10cm long. 100 - 125Very Good125

Silver Sugar Tongs - Scissor mechanism, continental silver with floral design, 13cm long. 80 - 120Very Good126

Silver Cigarette Case - Hallmarked silver Edwardian case with 'S' monogram, 18cm tall. 100 - 125Very Good127

Silver Cigarette Case - Hallmarked silver Edwardian case with intricate scroll design, 8cm 
tall.

125 - 150Very Good128

Silver Cigarette Case - Filigree silver with indian design, circa 1920s. 8cm tall. 100 - 125Very Good129

Silver Vesta - Fine silver match Vesta with blue stone decoration. minor marks. 80 - 120Good130

Edwardian Silver Vesta - With hand engraved monogram & decoration. 80 - 120Very Good131

Silver Jewellery Stand - Sterling silver base with pin cushion cherub decoration atop. Rare 
& unusual, 10cm tall.

150 - 175Good132

Silver Spectacles Case - EPNS Art Nouvea case with fine scroll decoration and hanging 
chain, some wear and marks.

125 - 150Very Good133

Quantity of Royal Albert China - Stamped to base, all 'Old Country Rose' design, includes 
teapot, sugar, creamer, trios x 2, gravy jug & egg cups x 2. minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good134

Carnival Glass Master Bowl - Black iridescent, Emu and Flannel flower design, great 
lustre, 24cm diam, minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good135

Carnival Glass Bowl - Black iridescent bowl, Butterfly & Gate pattern, 16cm diam. minor 
marks.

80 - 120Very Good136

Carnival Glass Nappy Bowl - Marigold 'Shrike' design, 14cm diam. minor marks. 80 - 120Very Good137

Carnival Glass Nappy Bowl - Marigold 'Kangaroo' & tree design, 13cm diam. minor marks. 100 - 125Very Good138

Saddle Flask - Pink & White Nailsea glass, original brass mounts, early & attractive, 17cm
tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good139

Saddle Flask - Citron & white Nailsea glass, attractive design, 17cm tall. minor marks. 175 - 225Very Good140

Saddle Flask - Pink & white Nailsea glass, wide mouth, 20cm tall. minor marks. 175 - 225Very Good141

Saddle Flask - 'End of Day' glass, clear with blue & red decoration, original corked metal 
stopper, rare, 20cm tall. minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good142

Decorative Jug & Plate - Stamped Shorter & Son, muiltcolured cottage & landscape 
scene, minor marks.

75 - 125Very Good143

Character Jug - Stamped Shorter & Son, multicoloured gentlemen, 20cm tall. minor 
marks.

175 - 225Very Good144

Toby Jug - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, 'Father Neptune', multicolured Toby Jug with 
seahorse handle. 25cm tall. minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good145

Toby Jug - Stamped Shorter & Son, multicoloured Gin Jug featuring 'Beefeater', 22cm tall.
minor marks & crazing.

150 - 175Very Good146

Toby Jug - Stamped & embossed to base Shorter & Son, multicolured 'Covent Garden 
Bill', 20cm tall. minor marks. 

150 - 160Very Good147

Toby Jug - Stamped & embossed to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured 'Mr Philpot', 21cm 
tall. minor marks.

130 - 170Very Good148

Toby Jug - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicolured 'The Gardener', 21cm tall. minor 
marks.

130 - 150Very Good149

Toby Jug - Stamped & embossed to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured 'Guardsman', 
21cm tall. minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good150

Lamp Base - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured featuring pirate, lamp base in 
Toby Jug shape, 25cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good151

Toby Jugs x 2 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured jug featuring 'HMAS 
Cheerio' sailor, 16.5cm tall & 'The Gardener', 17cm tall. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good152

Toby Jugs x 2 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, 'Scottie' 16.5cm tall, 
'Fisherman' 16.5cm tall. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good153

Toby Jugs x 2 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, 'Huntsman' 15.4cm tall, 
'Mike' 19cm tall. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good154

Toby Jugs x 2 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, 'Huntsman' 18cm tall & 
'Dick Dead Eye' 13cm tall. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good155

Spill Vase - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, figural of couple on bicycle 
'Daisybell' 15cm talll. minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good156

Biscuit Barrel, Sugar Bowl & Teapot - Stamped Shorter & Son, multicoloured figural 
character & Toby items, ranging from 5.5cm-16cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 195Very Good157

Toby Jugs x 2 & Character Jugs x 3 - Stamped Shorter & Son, minature jugs featuring 
various characters, 5-6cm tall. minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good158

NB. 11% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auc tioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 4
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Toby Jugs x 2 & Character Jugs x 2 - Toby Jugs stamped to base Shorter & Son, figural. 
Character jugs stamped to base Lancasters, featuring 'The King' & 'Sarah Gump' all 
multicoloured, 6-7cm tall. minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good159

Toby Jugs x 3 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, incudes 'Covent Garden 
Bill', 'Old King Cole' & 'Dick Whittington', 9-16cm. minor marks.

100 - 150Very Good160

Toby Jugs x 3 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, incudes 'Gardener', 
'Scottie' & 'Long John Silver', 11-14cm. minor marks.

100 - 150Very Good161

Toby Jugs x 3 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, incudes 'Highway Man', 
'Chelsea' & plain figural, 10-11cm. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good162

Toby Jugs x 3 - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, incudes 'Fisherman', 
'Huntsman' & 'Toby', 9-10cm. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good163

Toby Jug - Stamped to base Shorter & Son, multicoloured, giant Toby. 30cm tall. minor 
marks.

225 - 275Very Good164

Pair of Carnival Glass Vases - Both marigold Australian design, minor marks. 23cm tall. 
minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good165

Pair of Carnival Glass Vases - Both marigold, Australian design, 30 & 28cm tall. minor 
marks. 

150 - 200Very Good166

Finger Lamp - Cobalt blue loop lamp with original burner & chimney, minor marks. 80 - 120Very Good167

Finger Lamp - Ruby glass with clear loop handle, original burner & chimney, a beauty, 
minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good168

Finger Lamp - Yellow milk glass loop lamp with embossed water lilly design, original 
burner, no chimney, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good169

Victorian Decanter - Cobalt blue freeblown with flared lip & scarred pontal, 19cm tall. minor
marks.

125 - 150Very Good170

Novelty Decanters x 2 - Both German ceramic handpainted figurals of Scotsman, 23cm 
tall & jovial woman, 13cm tall. minor marks & man has hairline to base.

80 - 120Good171

Novelty Decanters x 2 - Both German ceramic, 'Love Meter', 14cm tall & 'Old Scotch' 9cm 
tall. minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good172

Beswick Figure - Stamped to base, life-like figure of Kookaburra, stunning handpainted 
highlights, 14cm tall. minor marks. 

125 - 150Very Good173

Georgian Decanter - Amber glass, rectangular with flared lip & ground pontal, stunning 
scrolled etching with Dolpin design, 19cm tall. minor marks 

150 - 175Very Good174

Edwardian Decanter - Ruby overlay glass, beautifully wheel-cut design with matching 
stopper, 30cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good175

Georgian Decanter - Clear glass with flared lip & ground pontil, original stopper, 32cm tall. 
minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good176

Advertising Jelly Mould - Amber depression glass, patterened mould, embossed 'Fletts 
Fresh Fruit Jellies', rare, 16cm long. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good177

Victorian Chamber Pot - Brilliant green patterned glass with applied handle, unusual, 16cm
diam. minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good178

Vase & Sauce Jug - Art glass vase signed 'Gene Polt 83' ? & small Victorian clear glass 
sauce jug with enamel decoration. minor marks. 

80 - 100Very Good179

Glass Items x 3 - Clear glass Georgian shot glass, uranium glass cow paperweight & blue 
glass salt cellar in EPNS stand. minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good180

Glass Vase & Jug - Both citron glass, small depression style vase - 13cm tall & decorative
milk jug with vaseline trim - 7cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good181

Clarice Cliff Cup & Saucer - Stamped to base, 'Bizarre by Clarice Cliff', Pansy Delecia 
pattern, rare & attractive design on a classic deco shape, minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good182

Clarice Cliff Jug - Stamped to base 'Bizarre by Clarice Cliff', Crocus design, 10cm tall. 
minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good183

Crown Devon Musical Mug - Stamped to base, 'John Peel' design with verse & music box, 
15cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good184

Crown Devon Musical Mug - Stamped to base, 'Auld Lang Syne' design, with verse & 
music box, 18cm tall. minor marks 

325 - 375Very Good185

Moorcroft Vase - Hand signed 'William Moorcroft' with original paper label, tall, oviod vase 
with cobalt blue glaze & embossed, multicoloured floral decoration - early & impressive, 
32cm tall. minor marks.

1500 - 1750Very Good186

Clarice Cliff Vase - Stamped to base 'Clarice Cliff', embossed Indian Tree design, fine 2cm
hairline eminating from rim, 20cm tall. minor marks. 

250 - 275Very Good187
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Clarice Cliff Vase - Embossed to base 'Clarice Cliff', handpainted stylized handle & 
embossed flower design, 22cm tall. minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good188

Crystal Decanter & Jug - Signed 'Stuart England' Jug, 17cm tall & Conical decanter with 
original stopper, 24cm tall. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good189

Crystal Decanter & Vase - Large bucket shaped vase, 22cm tall & attractive Cut design 
decanter with original stopper, 25cm tall. minor marks.

80 - 12Very Good190

Kerosene Table Lamp - Fancy cast iron base with brilliant blue glass font, original burner, 
no chimney. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good191

Kerosene Table Lamp - Fancy brass base with large faceted green glass font, original 
burner, no chimney. minor marks.

150 - 175Good192

Kerosene Table Lamp - Depression green glass base with burner and chimney. minor 
marks.

125 - 150Very Good193

Kerosene Table Lamp - Fancy cast iron base, with light cobalt blue glass font, original 
burner & chimney, minor marks.

150 - 200Very Good194

Kerosene Table Lamp - Ornate painted cast iron base with large banquet lamp sized font 
in graduated pink milk glass - chip to embossed design, damaged burner, no chimney. 
minor marks.

150 - 175Fair195

Kerosene Table Lamps x 2 - One is amethyst glass, other is clear - both unusual designs, 
with damaged burners & no chimneys. minor marks.

125 - 150Good196

Depression Glass Lamp - Pale green glass, hexangonal shape with Greek Key design, 
original burner & chimney, minor marks.  

150 - 200Very Good197

Doulton Water Filter - Impressed 'Doulton, Lambeth' to base with stunning applied artware 
decoration, brass tap & original matching lid (broken in half & reglued). 235cm tall.

400 - 600Good198

Doulton Jug - Stamped 'Royal Doulton' to base, attractive large jug with fine multicoloured 
Willow pattern design, 18cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good199

Doulton Charger - Stamped 'Royal Doulton' to reverse, 'Doctor Johnson' series ware, 
32cm diam. minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good200

Doulton Jug - Impressed Royal Doulton to base, bulbous shaped with handle and artware 
decoration, stunning floral design. 18cm tall. minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good201

Doulton Jug - Stamped 'Royal Doulton' to base, fine blue & white Willow pattern design. 
16cm tall. minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good202

Doulton Coffee Pot - Imp. 'Doulton Lambeth' T/T Harvest Ware decoration and original lid. 
21 cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good203

Doulton Jug & Beaker - Both imp. 'Royal Doulton' to base, both T/T Stoneware - half pint 
measure jug, 12cm tall. & Harvest ware beaker with silver rim, 14cm tall. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good204

Doulton Rose Bowl - Stamped 'Royal Doulton' to base, squat conical bowl with brass insert
and multicoloured landscape scene, 18cm diam. minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good205

Doulton Bowl & Plate - Both stamped 'Royal Doulton' to reverse, large bowl & plate 
depicting 'The Gipsies' series, some crazing & marks. Both 25cm diams. minor marks.

150 - 200Good206

Doulton Plate - Stamped 'Royal Doulton' to reverse, multicoloured series ware, 'The 
Parson', 25cm diam. minor marks.

80 - 100Very Good207

Doulton Sandwich Tray - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured mythical 
design, rare. 27cm long, minor marks.

400 - 600Very Good208

Doulton Cake Plates x 4 - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured mythical
design, rare. all 12cm diam. minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good209

Royal Doulton Cup & Saucer - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured 
mythical design, rare. minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good210

Royal Doulton Cup & Saucer - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured 
mythical design, rare. minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good211

Doulton Teapot - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured mythical design, 
mushroom glazed lid. rare. minor marks.

800 - 1200Very Good212

Doulton Milk Jug - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured mythical design,
some internal discoloration. rare, minor marks.

200 - 300Very Good213

Royal Doulton Cup & Saucer - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured 
mythical design, rare. minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good214

Royal Doulton Cup & Saucer - Stamped 'Royal Doulton', Gnome series, multicoloured 
mythical design, rare. minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good215

Baby's Bowls & Cake Plate - Grimwades, 'Black Cats' series baby's bowl, Royal Doulton 
'The Cotswold Shepherd' baby bowl & 'The Gipses' cake plate, some crazing & minor 
marks.

150 - 200Good216
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Pair of Staffordshire Boot Warmers - Rare shoe shaped pottery bottles with coloured 
sponge decoration, circa 1840. 15cm tall. minor marks.

1250 - 1500Very Good217

Royal Doulton Items x 5 - All imp. to base with T/T salt glaze - beer mug, salt shaker, mini 
jug, mustard pot & salt cellar. 3-12cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 200Very Good218

Doulton Tobacco Jars & Jug - Both tobacco jars imp. to base with Artware decoration, 
11cm tall and no lids, small jug has hunting scene, 7cm tall. minor marks. 

80 - 120Good219

Shaving Mug & Novelty Head - Early salt glaze shaving mug with applied decoration & 
greyhound handle (cracked) & small terracotta head used to grow grass. minor marks.

80 - 120Fair220

Trivet, Butter Dish & Mug - Early ceramic trivet, 1878, Willow pattern butter dish with 
wooden surround & early transferred cocoa mug, 1875. minor marks.

100 - 125Fair221

Early Plates x 2 - Both 'Wm Adams' stamped to base, red Willow pattern dinner plate, 
1850s. 22cm diam. & brown glazed decorated soup bowl, 1882, 20cm diam. minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good222

Early Tureen & Plate - 'Grainger, Worcester' to bases.  Blue & white floral design, fine 
hairlines to rim edge, crazing & minor marks. 

80 - 124Good223

Early Teapots x 2 - Both 'Chamberlane, Worcester' under lids, classic early teapots with 
fine decoration, some hairlines & minor damage.

175 - 225Fair224

Early Vases x 3 - One lidded possibly Worcester, one lidded Temple vase & small Moore 
Bros. sytle vase. 9-16cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Good225

Early Comport - European ceramic with handpainted butterfly decoration, 23cm diam. 
minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good226

Coffee Cans x 2 - Worcester, Flight period - one is Willow pattern, other is high glaze gilt 
trim, some flakes and minor marks.

80 - 120Good227

Worcester Trios x 2 - All transferred to base, floral pattern trio & Willow pattern trio with 
extra cup, minor marks.

150 - 200Very Good228

Early Coffee Cans and Saucers - One has geometric gilt decoration other is Flight period 
with royal blue and gold decoration. Some wear and minor marks. 

150 - 200Very Good229

Tea Bowls and Saucers x 2 - Both Early Worcester, 'Flight Period', spiral design in fruit 
and floral pattern.

250 - 300Very Good230

Early Coffee Can & Cup with Saucers - Both Worcester - 'Flight Barr' period cup and 
saucer & spiral cofee can & saucer, both decorated. minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good231

Worcester Tureen - Royal Lilly design blue & white with gilt edge, 18cm long. 300 - 400Very Good232

Worcester Comport - Blue & white Imperial Lily design, circa 1850s, 23cm diam. Minor 
marks.

150 - 200Very Good233

Early Worcester Sugar Bowl - Incised mark, scrolling leaves in chocolate brown with 
gilding. Minor marks.

300 - 400Very Good234

Early Worcester Cup & Saucer - Incised mark, 'Flight & Barr' period Japan sytle, circa 
1800. Minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good235

Worcester Cup & Saucer - Early Worcester cup & saucer Royal Blue with guilded 
decoration, minor marks. 

125 - 150Very Good236

Early Cup Saucer & Plate - 'Copeland, Spode' Imari Sytle, minor marks. 250 - 300Very Good237

Early Cup & Saucer - English porcelain, Imari sytle, AF. 80 - 120Good238

Early Worcester Tea Bowl & Saucers - 1820s teabowl with two saucers, blue & white floral
decoration,  minor marks.

200 - 300Very Good239

Worcester Items x 3 - Early dolphin salt, recent trumpet vase & pearl ware tray, minor 
marks.

150 - 200Good240

Worcester Demitasses with Saucers - Set of 6 coffee cups & saucers, stamped to base, 
stunning hand painted Australian Wild Flowers by R. Austin, very high quality. Unused 
Condition, rare.

4000 - 6000Very Good241

Worcester Thimble - Transferred stamp with handpainted floral decoration by 'Powell', 
circa 1890.

150 - 200Very Good242

Worcester Demitasse & Saucer - Stamped to base, beautifully handpainted landsacape 
with castle scene (signed by R Rushton), with gilt decoration, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good243

Worcester Coffee Pot - Stamped to base, stunning hand painted Kingfishers by R Austin, 
original lid, outstanding condition, 17.5cm tall. Minor marks.

500 - 600Very Good244

Quality Porcelain - To be announced. 0 - 0Not Applicable245

Early Slops Bowl - Unmarked English porcelain (possibly Worcester Flight period), 
multicoloured Imari pattern, 17 inch diam. minor marks.

300 - 400Very Good246

Early Slops Bowl - Worcester, stamped 'Crescent' marked to base. Blue & white floral/fruit 
design, 15cm diam. minor marks. 

400 - 500Very Good247
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Worcester Tinkett Bowl & Salts x 2 - All stamped to base, 'Blush' finish with floral designs. 
Lidded bowl is 6.5cm diam, salts are 5cm diam (one is damaged), minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good248

Worcester Vase - Signed to base. Classic urn shape with 'Blush' finish, floral design & gilt 
decoration, 22cm tall. Minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good249

Worcester Potpourri - Stamped to base. 'Owens' style, pierced & lidded potpourri on tripod
base, delicate & exquisite, 15cm tall. Minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good250

Worcester Sugar Bowl - Stamped to base. Blush finish with hand painted floral design, 
10cm diam. Minor marks.

100 - 125Good251

Worcester Ewer - Stamped to base. Blush finish with hand painted floral design & gilt 
decoration, may have some old restored damaged.  20cm tall. Minor marks.

150 - 175Fair252

Worcester Potpourri - Signed to base. Stunningly ornate urn shaped pierced vessel with 
matching lid, still life fruit design and heavy gilt decoration, signed E Townsend -  tiny 
flakes to one foot edge. 18cm tall, minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good253

Worcester Sugar Bowl - Stamped to base. Still life fruit design with heavy gilt decoration, 
signed by E Townsend. 10cm diam, minor marks.

200 - 300Very Good254

Worcester Decorative Dish - Stamped to base. Still life fruit design, signed by Ricketts. 
11cm diam, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good255

Boxed Worcester Coffee Cup Set - Original leatherette case containing 6 Demitasses & 
saucers, still life fruit design, signed H Ayrton. Complete with 6 HMSS spoons. minor 
marks.

1250 - 1500Very Good256

Early Jug - Unmarked english pottery, blue & white Willow pattern design, 16cm tall, minor
marks.

150 - 175Very Good257

Hunting Jug - Early english T/T stoneware, with applied decoration 'The Kill', probably 
Bristol or Brampton, circa 1830s, hairline to base, a scarce item. 20cm tall, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good258

Victorian Vase - Unmarked european ceramic, classic urn shape vase with gilt handles, 
some ware, attractive. 34cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Good259

Worcester Decorative Jug - Stamped to base. All white scale pattern with applied serpent 
handle, hairline running through base of neck. Unusual, 28cm tall. Minor marks.

150 - 175Good260

Electric Jug - Royal blue glaze, 'The Rapid Electric Heater' early and rare aussie jug, 
original patent top & element. 20cm tall, minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good261

Electric Jug - Mottled blue glaze, 'Wynyard Junior', original bakelite lid, with some fine 
hairlines and minor marks to body, 19cm tall.

60 - 80Fair262

Electric Jug - Blue & white mottled glaze on bulbous ribbed body, 'Essco', original bakelite 
lid is worn. 21cm tall. minor marks

150 - 175Very Good263

Electric Jug - Mottled blue glaze, U/M, 'Regal Mashman', no lid - some crazing and minor 
marks. 19cm tall.

100 - 125Good264

Electric Jug - Royal blue with yellow flecked glaze, stamped 'Bakewells Sydney' to base. 
Bakelite fittings, no lid. Stunning colours, 19cm tall.

175 - 225Very Good265

Electric Jug - Pale green glaze on ribbed body with matching bakelite lid, 'Graceline', 20cm
tall. Minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good266

Electric Jug - Honey glaze, classic cylindrical deco shape with matching bakelite lid, 
'Hecla', a beauty. 23cm tall. Minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good267

Electric Jug - Pale blue glaze, tapered shape with sliding knobbed lid, 'Langco' transferred 
to side, rare. 22cm tall. Minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good268

Electric Jug - Pale yellow glaze, unusual ribbed Deco shape with matching lid, made in 
NZ. Some crazing & minor marks. 21cm tall.

125 - 150Very Good269

Electric Jug - Cream with green mottle glaze, 10 sided boy with matching sliding lid (small 
lug flake), 'Sunshine' (part label). 24 cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Good270

Early Electric Jug - A/W glaze, tall cylindrical jug with matching knobbed lid, 'Hecla, Boilo', 
some minor flakes & marks. 26cm tall.

275 - 325Good271

Electric Kettle - Honey glaze ceramic with brown sponge decoration, classis deco shape, 
with patent sliding lid. 'Elite' transferred to face, very rare, top of the range. 26cm long, 
minor marks.

1750 - 2250Very Good272

Electric Jug - A/W ceramic with patent style knobbed lid 'Wynward' to face, rare. 23cm tall,
minor marks.

300 - 350Very Good273

Electric Kettle - Pale yellow glaze with green sponge decoration, classic deco shape, 
sliding lid has been reglued. 'Wynyard Elite' to label, extremley rare & sought after even 
with some damage. 26cm long. Minor marks.

800 - 1200Very Good274

Advertising Tea Caddy - Blue & white Willow pattern 'Ringtons Tea Merchants, 
Newscastle Apon Tyne', 19cm tall. Minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good275
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Shortbread Mould - Doulton, Burslem - A/W ceramic with black transfer 'Brown & Polson's,
Paisley Flour', some minor wear & marks, 19cm diam.

225 - 275Very Good276

Advertising Pudding Bowl - A/W ceramic with blue Willow pattern design, 'The Mutual 
Store, Melbourne' to base, 14cm diam. Minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good277

Advertsing Cabinet Plate - A/W European ceramic transferred 'J Wilson, Butcher -Preston'
reglued chip to pierced edge, 18cm diam with minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good278

Cornishware Cannister - T.G. Green (black stamp) to base, blue & white stripped salt 
cannister with lid, 15cm tall.

100 - 125Very Good279

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W blue banded Stones pottery, U/M 'Thorn & Walker, 
Brisbane', shallow flake to spout, 14cm tall, minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good280

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W blue banded Stones pottery, U/M 'Pierpoint & Sons, 
Stanthorpe', 6cm hairline emanating from spout. 14cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good281

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W blue banded Stones pottery, U/M 'Arch Miller, Tenterfield', 
some glaze flaking to rear shoulder. 14cm tall, minor marks.

350 - 400Good282

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W blue banded Stones pottery, U/M 'Sandgate Cash Stores', 
rare.14cm tall, minor marks.

375 - 425Good283

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W blue banded Stones pottery, U/M 'Collins Cash Store, 
Warwick', 1cm hairline from rim, rare with some discolouration & minor marks.14cm tall.

325 - 375Good284

Advertising Water Jug - A/W Czech ceramic with black transfer 'Perkins & Co XXXXX, 
Brisbane', good transfer with fine star hairline to underside of base. 12cm tall, minor 
marks.

750 - 1000Very Good285

Advertising Water Jug - A/W Czech ceramic with red transfer 'Perkins & Co, Carbine 
Stout', Horse T/M, fine star hairline to lower wall side. Very rare, 13cm tall. Minor marks.

1750 - 2250Good286

Advertising Character Jug - U/M, Stones Pottery 'Beenleigh Bosun Bill', some glaze flakes 
& chips. 14cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Good287

Advertising Porridge Bowl - A/W ceramic, U/M, multicoloured design advertising 'Quaker 
Oats', early & nice, 18.5cm diam, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good288

Advertising Cereal Bowl - Honey glaze ceramic 2 part bowl advertising 'Weetabix' with cow
pictorial, fine hairline to underside of base. 26cm long, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good289

Advertising Tin Holder - A/W ceramic, U/M lidded container used to hold tins of 'Nestles 
Swiss Milk', unusual & early. 12cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good290

Advertising Jug - T/T stoneware, U/M 'Cadbury' tree T/M. 14cm tall, minor marks. 80 - 100Very Good291

'With Compliments' Set - Milk jug, creamers & sugar bowls x 2, all T/T ceramic 'The 
Western Stores', 5-13cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good292

'With Compliments' Dripping Bowl - A/W Stones Pottery, U/M. 'Peirpoint & Sons, 
Stanthorpe' with original lid, great condition, 17.15cm diam, minor marks.

350 - 450Very Good293

'With Compliments' Jug - A/W Stones Pottery, U/M, 'McKenzie & Co. Goondiwindi' with 
greyhound handle, some glaze discolouration & chip to side base edge. 14cm tall, minor 
marks.

250 - 300Good294

Novelty Biscuit Plate - English magolica, stamped to base.  With applied biscuits 
decoration, 'Huntley & Palmers'. 27cm long, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good295

Presentation Coffee Pot - Sheffield plate engraved 'Warwick Co-op Dairy Assn, 1929', 
needs a polish, 17cm tall. Minor marks.

80 - 120Good296

Advertising Bread Plate - A/W English ceramic, 'Cainscross & Ebley, 1923', pictorial of 
store, chip to side edge, 26cm diam, minor marks.

80 - 120Good297

Advertising Trays x 2 - Both nickel plated, 'Western Stores', one is pictorial with street 
scene - 30cm diam. Other is oval 28cm long.  Minor marks.

60 - 80Good298

Advertising Change Tray - Studio Pottery in the form of a pineapple, hand painted 'Golden 
Circle', chip to one foot. Unusual, 21cm tall, minor marks.

50 - 60Good299

Advertising Trays x 2 - Both nickel plated and etched, 'Thompson & Francis, Esk & 
Toogoolawah' shop pictorial & 'Jones IXL, Orange'. Rare with some marks. 30cm diam.

60 - 80Fair300

Counter Top Biscuit Barrel - Glass ball shaped barrel, enamelled 'Joyce Biscuits', with 
nickel plated base and lid (some nibbling to rim under lid). 30cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Good301

Electric Toaster - Art Deco sytle, nickel plated toaster with pottery feet and handles. 
'Sunshine Electrix', 20cm tall, minor marks.

200 - 250Good302

Advertising Ashtray - A/W Aust. pottery, U/M. 'Elektran Products, Melb.' with insulator 
atop. Rare, 16cm diam, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good303

Advertising Ashtray - A/W English Pottery, 'Bullers Electrical London' hand holding 
insulator atop. 14cm diam, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good304
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Advertising Ashtrays x 2 - Both Grindley ceramic, one is advertising 'Duraline Hotel Ware', 
other advertises the company. Minor marks.

50 - 60Very Good305

Advertising Ashtray & Plate - Large round ashtray 'Grindley Duraline Hotel Ware', 15cm 
diam. And a blue & white change tray 'Burleighware', 16cm diam. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good306

Advertising Statue - Vulcanized rubber, multicoloured figure of flower seller & girls, 
'Yardley's Lavender', an original with minor damage, 20cm tall, minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good307

Bird Feeders x 3 - All stoneware, large 'Bennett', 26cm tall & 2 small 'Fowler', 1 T/T other 
A/W, both 17cm tall. Minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good308

Mini Demijohns x 3 - All A/W 'R Fowler, Sydney' stoneware with handles & original 
stoppers. A cute rare set. 13-21cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good309

Travellers Sample Toilet - Stamped 'Fowlerware', A/W ceramic pedestal toilet. 14cm tall, 
minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good310

Advertising Change Tray and Match Holder - 'Wade' tray, 'Bass Ale' and figural monk 
match holder 'McWilliams Sherry', minor marks.

30 - 40Good311

Advertising Matchbox Holder - European ceramic, figural of barrel & bottles, 'Whitbread 
Ale', artwork is worn, needs a clean. 19cm tall.

80 - 120Fair312

Advertising Matchbox Holder/Ashtray - Minton Pottery figural of barrel, 'Guinness'. 10cm 
tall, Minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good313

Advertising Match Striker - Royal Doulton T/T stoneware with green top, 'Dewar's Whisky', 
rim chip & minor marks. 9cm tall.

80 - 100Good314

Advertising Matchbox Holder/Ashtray - English ceramic, 'Bryant & May's Matches', 8cm 
tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good315

Advertising Pub Mirror - Original oak frame with mirror, 'Read Brothers, Dogs Head - Bass,
Guinness's', pictorial of bulldog, original with some minor foxing & paintware. 64cm x 
54cm.

500 - 600Good316

Advertising Pub Mirror - Original oak frame, 'Robert Porter, Bulldog Ale', bulldog T/M, 
original but mirror is heavily foxed & flaking, 19x38cm.

125 - 150Fair317

Advertising Pub Mirror - Original frame has been painted, 'MB Foster & Sons, Gunniess's 
Stout', some gold leaf has been retouched, 57x42cm.

225 - 275Good318

Advertising Bar Coaster - A/W English ceramic transferred,' Worthington & Co. Burton on 
Trent', Prince of Wales Plumes T/M. 14cm diam, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good319

Bulldog Figurine - Royal Doulton, small honey glazed dog drapped with Union Jack, 8cm 
tall.

225 - 275Very Good320

Miniature Chamber Pot - A/W Engish ceramic, 'Gest-a-po', with Hitlers face to inside base,
rare propaganda. 5cm diam, minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good321

Bulldog Figurine - Royal Doulton, nice honey glazed bulldog drapped with Union Jack, 
army hat & cigar. 13cm tall, rare, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good322

Advertising Bulldog Figurine - Royal Doulton, large A/W ceramic bulldog advertising 
'Bulldog Guinness', extremely rare brown saddle. 15cm tall, minor marks.

1750 - 2250Very Good323

Advertising Bulldog Figurine - Large tan glaze bulldog moneybox with transfer 'Guinness, 
19cm tall. Minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good324

Advertising Bulldog Figurine - Large white glaze bulldog moneybox with transfer 
'Guinness', 19cm tall. Minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good325

Advertising Bulldog Figurine - A/W Czech ceramic, large bulldog, 'Bulldog Lager', blue 
saddle. 15cm tall, minor marks.

800 - 1000Very Good326

Bulldog Figurine - Large unglazed plaster figure of a bulldog, army helmet reads 'Hitlers 
Terror', 14cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Good327

Advertising English Ceramic - A/W English ceramic transferred,' Read Bros. Dogs Head', 
great pictorial has been broken in half & reglued, needs restoration.

80 - 120Damaged328

Advertising Bottle Coaster - Royal Doulton green banded coaster 'Bass' triangle T/M, 
shallow chip to underside of rim. 13cm diam, minor marks.

80 - 120Good329

Advertising Matchbox Holder - A/W English ceramic, 'Bass in Bottle', some shallow base 
chips & wear. 5cm tall.

80 - 120Good330

Advertising Match Striker - Royal Doulton pyramid shape striker, 'Bass in Bottle', some 
hairlines, rust and wear. 7cm tall.

80 - 120Fair331

Advertising Match Striker on Stand - English Torquay ware, figural dogs head striker, 
'Bass Guinness', some minor damage, matching coaster has been broken in half & 
reglued. 12cm tall.

275 - 325Good332

Advertising Water Jug - Embossed alloy, 'Fosters, Bass & Guinness', Bugle T/M. Some 
wear & marks. 15cm tall.

60 - 80Good333
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Advertising Water Jug - A/W Royal Doulton ceramic - fine ovoid jug, 'Bulldog, Bass & 
Guinness', bulldog T/M, stunning conidition, 15cm tall.

600 - 800Very Good334

Advertising Water Jug - A/W Royal Doulton ceramic, tapered diamond shape, 'Bulldog 
Guinness'. bulldog T/M. 10.5cm tall.

500 - 600Very Good335

Advertising Water Jug - A/W Copeland Spode ceramic, 'Robert Porter, Bulldog Guinness', 
bulldog T/M, handle missing hairline & lip flakes, repairable, 10cm tall. 

125 - 150Damaged336

Advertising Playing Cards - Leatherette case containing 'Dog's Head Guinness' cards. 
Minor marks.

80 - 120Good337

Advertising Bar Coaster - A/W Engish ceramic, 'Robert Porter, Bulldog Brand', bulldog 
T/M, some wear & shallow chip to underside of rim. 15cm diam. Minor marks.

500 - 600Very Good338

Advertising Ashtray - English Pottery, royal blue glaze, 'Bass Dog's Head'. 12cm diam, 
minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good339

Advertising Bar Coaster - A/W English ceramic, 'Read Bros. Dog's Head', Dog Head T/M. 
Some wear & minor marks. 14.5cm diam.

500 - 600Very Good340

Advertising Ashtray - A/W English ceramic, blue transfer, 'Dog's Head Guinness', some 
crazing & marks. 8cm diam.

80 - 120Good341

Advertising Matchbox Holder - A/W English ceramic, blue & gold decoration, 'Bass, Ratcliff
& Gretton', great condition, 6.5cm tall. Minor marks.

160 - 175Very Good342

Boer War Pipe - Decorative fruit wood pipe with bakelite & brass fittings.  'LADYSMITH 
BOER WAR 1902', 15cm long, minor marks.

175 - 225Good343

Bainsfather Ware Teapot - English ceramic with comical war time scene & crest, lid not 
original. 14cm tall. Minor marks.

125 - 150Good344

Wartime Figurines - German Bisque well modelled figure of Australian diggers, 'God Save 
the Queen' & 'Gentlemen in Khaki'. Rare. Some wear & minor marks.

175 - 225Good345

Bainsfather Bowl - English ceramic bowl with comical war time scene in sepia print, some 
discolouration. 13cm diam.

60 - 80Good346

War Time Gift Tin - Large lidded tin, embossed with Queen Victoria, 'South Africa, 1900', 
red & blue, some wear, 15cm long.

100 - 125Good347

War Time Gift Tin - Brass finish lidded tin gift of Queen Mary 1914, lovely condition with 
original paper ephemera.13cm long, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good348

War Time Gift Tin - Lidded tin, 'For Auld Lang Syne, South Africa, 1900', given to Scottish 
soliders, thistle T/M. 10cm long, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good349

War Time Notebook Holder - A/W English ceramic with sepia transfer of 'The 
Absent-Minded Beggar', rare item with some wear * discoluration, 13cm long.

175 - 225Good350

War Time Handkerchief & Button Badge - Cotton cloth & badge have 'The Absent-Minded 
Beggar' transfers. Minor marks.

40 - 50Very Good351

War Time Paperweight - A/W English ceramic with sepia transfer, 'The Absent Minded 
Beggar', a rare item in great condition. Minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good352

War Time Match Holder - A/W English ceramic with sepia transfer of 'The Absent Minded 
Beggar', ball shape with some minor marks. 6.5cm tall.

150 - 175Good353

Advertising War Time Match Holder - A/W English ceramic with sepia transfer of the 
'Absent Minded Beggar' advertising 'Usher's Whisky', some discoloured crazing & minor 
marks.

125 - 160Good354

War Time Jug - A/W English ceramic with sepia print of 'The Absent Minded Beggar', 
some wear & small flakes to spout edge, 16cm tall.

125 - 150Good355

Advertising Matchbox Holder - A/W English ceramic with floral design, 'Jacobs Lager 
Beer', large square stand with crazing, discolouration & minor hairlines, rare. 14cm diam.

225 - 275Good356

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic doughnut shape, black transfer 'Helidon Spa 
Water', glaze discolouration & shallow rim flake, 8cm diam.

100 - 125Good357

Advertising Match Striker - A/W Engish ceramic Capstan shape with blue transfer, 
'Worthington in Bottle', sheild T/M. Some minor flakes have been retouched, 7cm tall.

100 - 125Good358

Advertising Match Striker - A/W English ceramic with brown glaze, Capstan shape, 
'Worthington' shield T/M, never used condition, 6.5cm tall. Minor marks. 

225 - 275Very Good359

Advertising Match Striker & Tray - A/W ceramic ball shaped striker with tray, 'Ind. Coope &
Co' pictorial T/M. Lovely condition, 15cm diam. Minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good360

Advertising Match Striker - A/W Royal Doulton ceramic ball shape striker with tray, 
'Worthington's Pale Ale', great condition. 9.5cm tall, minor marks,

350 - 450Very Good361

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic pudding shape, 'Club Matches', some 
discoluration & minor bruises. 7cm tall.

125 - 150Good362
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Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic Capstan shape, 'Usher's Scotch Whiskey', some 
restored chips & bruises. 6.5cm tall. 

80 - 100Good363

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic doughnut shape, 'Henson's Ale & Stout', 11cm 
diam. Minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good364

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic doughnut shape with blue top, 'White Horse', 
some glaze discoluration & marks. 11.5cm diam.

125 - 150Good365

Advertising Match Striker & Tray - A/W English ceramic sheild shape tray, 'Worthington in 
Bottle', some minor marks & base edge nibbles. 15cm long.

150 - 175Good366

Advertising Match Striker - Wall mounted tin plate striker, 'Strike Here for Bulimba Beer', 
worn & used condition. 24x17cm diam.

150 - 175Fair367

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic with blue trims, 'Apollinaris', Capstan shape, 
lovely condition. 7cm tall.

80 - 120Very Good368

Advertising Match Striker - A/W ceramic ball shape with silver rim, 'Ind. Coope & Co.', 
pictorial T/M, some crazing & minor marks. Very nice. 5cm tall.

225 - 275Very Good369

Advertising Matchbox Holder - A/W ceramic tray, 'MB Foster & Sons', bottle T/M. Some 
rust & glaze discolouration. 14cm long. minor marks.

80 - 120Good370

Advertising Matchbox Holder - A/W ceramic, 'Old Friend Cigarettes', some discolouration 
& rim damage.  12cm long.

60 - 80Good371

Advertising Match Striker - T/T stoneware in the form of a hanging ginger beer bottle, 
'Griffin & Berry, Hastings', rare & desirable. 11.5cm tall. Minor marks.

800 - 1000Very Good372

Advertising Match Holder - T/T stoneware in the form of a ginger beer bottle on stand, 
'Talbot & Co Ginger Beer', some fine hairlines & professional restoration, shows well. 8cm 
tall.

175 - 225Repaired373

Pokerwork Vase - Turned wooden vase with decoration of two Kookaburra's. 15cm tall, 
minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good374

Pokerwork Vase - Tall wooden urn on pedestal base, with Koala & floral decoration, 21cm 
tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good375

Pokerwork Vase - Tall wooden vase with flared lip with Kookaburra's & gum leaves. 
Signed to base 'Coombawood'. 22cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good376

Pokerwork Vase - Tall wooden vase with flared lip, Deco Waratah desgin, 22cm tall. Minor
marks.

150 - 175Very Good377

Carved Wall Plaque - Carved oval plaque on backboard, featuring magpie, wren, finch.etc.
(Mudgee 1920s). 49cm x 14cm, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good378

Fretwork Mirror - Carved wooden hand mirror with Aust. Coat of Arms, bevelled mirror to 
reverse, A special piece of Australaina. 43cm tall, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good379

Quantity of Cigarette Cards - 8 -12 sets many complete, inc. 'War Pictures', 'Signalling 
Series', & 'War Incidents', etc. A quality collection. Minor marks. 

250 - 350Very Good380

Aboriginal Breast Plate - Worked brass, 'Billy, King of Teeta', flanked by emu's and 
kangaroo's, an unusual & sought after sheild shaped King plate (Teeta Creek nr. 
Birdsville). Excellent provenance. 25cm x 20cm, minor marks. 

6000 - 8000Very Good381

Aboriginal Breast Plate - Worked brass, crude cresent shaped plate with punched 
decoration, 'Bily, King of Geeringong, 1847', flanked by kangaroo & emu. Primitive king 
plate thought to be from the Illawara region. 16cm x 11cm, minor marks.

2000 - 3000Good382

Aboriginal Breast Plate - Worked brass, crescent shape, 'Jimmy, King of Mt. Enniskillen', 
decorated with Aboriginal hunter & Kangaroo. A lovely early plate with good 
provenance.18cm x 12cm, minor marks.

3500 - 4500Very Good383

Studio Pottery Vase - Signed 'Vletta' to base, double handed vase with green majolica 
glaze & hand applied gum leaf & nut decoration. Nice work. 17cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good384

Handbuilt Vase - Signed 'MR' to base, tall vase with profuse gum leaf & nut decoration in a
drip green glaze. 17cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good385

Handbuilt Jug - Signed 'Phyll B.', jug with large spout & branch handle, 20cm tall. Minor 
marks.

125 - 150Very Good386

Mona Elliot Vase - Signed to base, tall waisted vase with embossed koala decoration, 
white matt glaze with green glaze interior, small chip to base edge, unusual. 25cm tall, 
minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good387

Handbuilt Vase - Harvey School pottery, 'M Thomas' , large double handed urn with Greek
key design in brown, yellow & red blotch glaze., 31 cm tall. Minor marks.

350 - 450Very Good388

Handbuilt Vase - Indistinguishable signature to base, yellow waisted vase with double 
handles & applied gum leaves & nut decoration. Competent work, 19cm tall. Minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good389

Handbuilt Jug - Harvey School exercise by 'Muriel MacDiarmid, 1929', Soft pink glaze, 
grape vine & year decoration. Well restored lip chip. 16cm tall, minor marks.

350 - 450Very Good390
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Handbuilt Lidded Bowl - Harvey School exercise signed by 'Florence Archer, 1925', oval 
casket & matching lid with applied leaf & gumnut decoration. Green, red & blue on brown 
glaze, a fine piece. 20cm x 12cm. Minor marks. 

500 - 700Very Good391

Handbuilt Pottery Items x 2 - Slab sidded lidded cannister in brown glaze sign 'JH, 1927', 
17cm tall and a green & pink glazed wall pocket, 1948, 16cm tall. Minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good392

Handbuilt Trinket Box - Signed 'S Slater' to base, brown glaze slab built casket with lid, 
embossed with thistle decoration. 16cm x 9cm, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good393

Handbuilt Trough Vase - Signed 'EJE' to base, brown glaze slab trough with hand applied 
branch & gum leaf decoration in green & yellow glaze. 20cm long. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good394

Handbuilt Jug & Basket - Both signed to base, small jug with gumleaf & nut decoration & 
fan shaped basket with handle, 8-12cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good395

Handbuilt Jug & Lidded Pot - Both slab built exercies in brown glaze, 8cm & 9cm tall, 
minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good396

Handbuilt Vase - Signed 'M Smith, Ipswich' to base. Squat shape with pierced decoration 
to neck & embossed geometric design, graduated blue glaze. 10.5cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good397

Handbuilt Sugar Bowls x 2 - Both Harvey School exercises , one Art Nouveau lidded bowl 
by 'M Harvey', other blue & green glaze lidded pot. 9cm & 10cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good398

Martin Moroney Cup & Saucer - A/W Czech ceramic, handpainted in blue Daisy pattern, 
1908. Beautiful inticrate work. Minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good399

Handpainted Coffee Cup & Saucer - English ceramic demistasse & saucer, handpainted 
with Australian gum tree design, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good400

Handbuilt Fruit Bowl - Signed 'Dorothy Julian' to base, round footed bowl with serpent 
head decoration in a soft mauve & blue glaze,28cm diam. minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good401

Handbuilt Rose Bowl - Signed 'EM, 1937' to base, multicoloured drip glaze round bowl with
applied decoration & frog (chipped to frog base edge). 20cm diam, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good402

Reference Book - LJ Harvey & His School, Qld. Art Gallery 1983, minor marks. 100 - 125Very Good403

Grace Seccombe Figurine - Signed, 'GS, NSW' to base, beautiful life-like figure of 
kookaburra on stump in lovely rich glazes, tiny flake to underside of beak. 14cm tall, minor
marks.

800 - 1200Very Good404

Grace Seccombe Kookaburra - Lightly signed 'GS, Aust.' to base, cute, well modelled 
kookaburra on half a stump, shallow flake to top of beak. 7cm tall, minor marks. 

300 - 400Very Good405

LJ Harvey Wall Cabinet - Qld. Maple with copper keyplate & hinges, a magnificant Art 
Nouveau wall cabinet with beautifully detailed carved portrait of Elsie Harvey, made by her 
father, Lewis Harvey for his grandparents 'Golden Wedding 1868-1918' carved inside door.
Signed LJ Harvey. Original Condition, museum quality, minor marks. 80cm  x 42cm.

8000 - 10000Very Good406

Arts & Crafts Couch & Folding Chairs - Campaign style couch & folding chairs, reputedly 
from the Elvin  Harvey Estate. Beautifully constructed fine timber with carved leather work 
upholstery, feauturing gum leaves & nuts, couch has heavy wear, one chair has torn 
leather. 

1250 - 1500Fair407

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery Advert -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good408

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Greenway -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good409

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Trent etc -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good410

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - 50's Studio -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good411

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Handbuilt -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good412

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Bendigo -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good413

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Mixed -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good414

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Martin Boyd Ramekins -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good415

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Gumnut Troughs -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good416

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Bakewells -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good417

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Handbuilt -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good418

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Animals -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good419

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Animals -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good420

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Animals -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good421

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Studio Anna -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good422

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Boyd -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good423

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Diana -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good424

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Brownie Downing -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good425
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Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Studio Pottery -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good426

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Studio Anna -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good427

Boxed Lot - Australian Pottery - Studio Anna -  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good428

Lewis Harvey Bust - Signed 'LJ Harvey', speckled off white glaze, life-like figure of 
sleeping baby's head on cedar plinth base, 'HUSH', a magnificent piece of the masters 
work, 22cm tall, some crazing & minor marks.

12500 - 15000Very Good429

Lewis Harvey Handbuilt Vase - Signed 'LJ Harvey', unique tall ovoid vase with flared neck, 
handpainted landscape scene, feauturing gum trees & nudes bathing - in blue, brown, 
green & white tones. Another masterpiece by the master himself. Some crazing & minor 
marks.

6000 - 8000Very Good430

Lewis Harvey Pottery Bust - Signed 'LJ Harey', perfectly modelled face & shoulders of a 
young woman (Jean) in white glaze on a rich cobalt blue Art Nouveu base. Proportions & 
detail are exquisitie. 23cm tall, minor marks.

4000 - 5000Very Good431

Lewis Harvey Plaster Bust - Signed 'LJ Harvey, 1937, Q' well modelled bust of a young 
woman (possibly his daughter, Elsie), original copper burnish finished, some minor marks 
& wear, another fine piece of his work. 16cm tall.

1750 - 2250Very Good432

Lewis Harvey Pottery Plaque - Signed 'LJ Harvey, 1933', original solid maple frame with 
oval pottery plaque of young womans head in relief (possibly Elsie), khaki glaze with green
marbled background, 18cm x 24cm, minor marks.

1500 - 1750Very Good433

Pair of Champion Candlesticks - Signed 'GC Champion, 1934', handbuilt columns with flat 
round base, gumnut top & applied sweeping gum leaf decoration in green, brown & white 
glaze, very fine & pleasing to the eye. 14cm tall, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good434

Pair of Koala Bookends - U/M pottery, matching pair of brown & white glaze bookends with
figurine of Koalas with babies on back. Grey & black glaze, a nice early pair. 13cm tall, 
minor marks.

175 - 225Good435

Pair of Kookaburra Bookends - U/M pottery, brown & white glazed bookends with figurine 
of large Kookaburra in multicoloured glaze. 13.5cm tall, minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good436

Pair of Handbuilt bookends - U/M Marie Gardener style, of seated Mexican next to cactus, 
multicoloured handpainted glaze on white bookends. One has base chip & minor marks. 
12.5cm tall.

100 - 125Good437

Mingay Figural Koala Group - Original foil sticker, multicoloured glaze tree branches 
holding 6 grey Koala's, a rare item. 17cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good438

Darbyshire Salt & Peppers - One has sticker to base, figural pineapples, multicoloured 
glaze. 8cm tall.

40 - 50Very Good439

Darbyshire Salt & Peppers - U/M, green frogs with pink highlights, salt has glaze damage 
to head. 5cm tall.

30 - 40Fair440

Pottery Figurines x 2 - U/M, both well modelled figures of Koala's in tree trunks, one 
maybe Pates, multicoloured glazes. 14cm & 15cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Good441

Pair of Florenz Bookends - U/M, fine tree trunk bases with figure of Koala in each, grey, 
yellow, brown drip glaze, nice quality, great glaze. 12cm tall, minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good442

Koala Milk Jug & Figure - Japanese ceramic novelty milk jug, 11cm tall & small Koala 
figure 'Katoomba', 8cm tall. Minor marks.

40 - 50Good443

Rose Noble Jugs x 2 - Both stamped to base, one has Kangaroo 'Kangaroo Island' other is
'Injune' with Kookaburra. Both 6cm tall, minor marks.

40 - 50Very Good444

Seven Little Australians Bowl - U/M, early Grace Seccombe copy, shallow round bowl with 
figures of 7 Kookaburras perched on gnarled branch to rim, round with yellow, white & 
black glaze, some small flakes to beaks. 14cm diam.

225 - 275Good445

Bacon Figural Match Holder - Signed 'EA Bacon' to base, handbuilt base with tree trunk 
match holder & well modelled figure of a lizard in green on a multicoloured majolica 
background, a quality piece, 18cm long. Minor marks.

800 - 1200Very Good446

Dacey Match Holder - Signed to base 'M Dacey', a familiar Alexander Murray exercise of 
an oval base with a tree trunk match holder and figure of lizard, green & brown drip glaze, 
17cm long, minor marks.

400 - 600Very Good447

Baker Figurine - Signed 'LD Baker' to base with early paper label, well modelled figure of 
Platypus in brown & green glaze with black & white. 12cm long, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good448

Grace Seccombe Figurine - Incised to base with paper label, three beautiful plump 
finches, sitting on the edge of a gum leaf, fine multicoloured hand painted glaze, some 
minor damaged has been expertly restored, one of Grace's most sought after pieces. 
16cm long, minor marks. 

8000 - 10000Very Good449

Grace Seccombe Figurine - Signed 'Freddie, Grace Seccombe, Australia', to base, a 
brilliant large figure of a green frog, a rarely seen piece of hers, some minor glaze marks. 
16cm long. 

5000 - 6000Very Good450
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Grace Seccombe Figurine - Signed 'Grace Seccombe' to base, tree trunk stump in 
majolica glaze with two powder blue Budgerigards are perched atop. Top of the range, 
18cm tall, minor marks.

5000 - 6000Very Good451

Grace Seccombe Figurine - Signed 'Grace Seccombe' to base, the classic sliprail fence 
with two Kookaburra's perched atop. 'To you the open sliprails & awaiting friend', grey, 
brown & white glaze, expert restoration to one beak flake. 15cm long.

1000 - 1250Very Good452

Grace Seccombe Figurine - U/M, fine figure of a White Cockatoo with yellow crest & black 
nose on a majolica glaze stump base. Professional restoration to base of tail feathers. 
14cm tall.

2500 - 3000Good453

Grace Seccombe Kookaburra - U/M, life-like figure of Kookaburra in brown, tan & blue 
glaze, some restoration to body, 11cm tall.

800 - 1000Repaired454

Grace Seccombe Spill Vase - U/M, life-like figure of Koala holding tree truknk vase, grey &
white glaze on brown & yellow, tiny glaze flake to base edge, 14cm tall. Minor marks.

1000 - 1250Repaired455

Pair of Grace Seccombe Salt Shakers - U/M, small figures of Koala in grey, yellow & 
brown glaze. 7.5cm tall.

275 - 325Very Good456

Taronga Zoo Ashtray - U/M, possibly modelled by Grace Seccombe, round ashtray with 
figure of Koala atop, may have hairline under figure. 9.5cm diam. Some marks.

150 - 200Good457

Souvenir Pottery x 3 - 'Taronga Zoo' leaf dish, 16cm long, 'Surfers Paradise' boot, 5cm tall 
& 'Qld/NSW Boarder Post', 6cm tall. Minor marks.

80 - 120Good458

Brazier Demijohn - Imp. 'J Brazier Maker Kleinton' in large oval stamp, attractive one 
gallon demijohn with handle & fine shiny salt glaze. 30cm tall. Minor marks.

750 - 1000Very Good459

James Comport - U/M 'Abraham James, Brisbane', fruit bowl on comport base, grape vine 
decoration in a soft green glaze. 22cm diam, 13.5cm high, minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good460

Rogers Dripping Bowl - Imp. 'Rogers & Co Maker, Ipswich, Q'land', no. 9 size handled 
dripping bowl in plain glaze with a blue speckled interior. Some glaze discolouration, 
17.5cm tall, minor marks. 

325 - 375Very Good461

Dinmore Tobacco Jar - Dinmore Brick & Tile Company, 1888. Majolica glaze, imp. to 
ribbon 'International 1888 Dinmore Ipswich', one of an International Exhibition set. This jar 
was damaged & has been professionally restored, extremely rare & important. 28cm tall.

3000 - 5000Repaired462

Hindmarsh Stout Bottle - Imp. 'Hindmarsh Pottery' to lower side base. Elegant tall two tone
salt glaze bottle in copper & black tin glaze. Early & rare. 25cm tall, minor marks.

4000 - 6000Very Good463

Early Ginger Beer Bottle - Imp. 'T Field & Sons Sydney Potters' in oval near base, shiny 
red glaze with some minor glaze imperfections & marks. 17cm tall.

100 - 125Very Good464

Early Ginger Beer Bottle - Imp. 'T Field Potter Sydney' in oval stamp near base. Most 
attractive spotted glaze, outstanding condition, 17cm tall. Minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good465

Early Ginger Beer Bottle - Imp. 'T Field Potter Sydney' in straight lines near base. Early 
grey glaze. 15cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good466

Australian Pottery - To be announced. 0 - 0Not Applicable467

Brickworks Foot Warmer - Incised 'GG Ball 1906' to base, attractive loaf shape water 
bottle, salt glazed & incised with cartoon character decoration. Unusual & rare. 32cm long,
minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good468

Rogers Cheese Jar - Imp. 'Trelawny Stilton Cheese Factory' in large oval stamp, rare cane
glaze jar with heavily discoloured crazing & marks, needs cleaning. 10.5cm tall.

125 - 150Fair469

True Dog - U/M, majolica glazed spaniel with brown, blue & green highlights. 16cm tall, 
some fine glaze lines & minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good470

True Dog - U/M, Qld Pottery, large spaniel with brown & blue glaze highlights, 19cm tall, 
long shallow chip to underside of back edge, shows well.

225 - 275Good471

Stones Kangaroo Teapot - U/M, Stones pottery, Coorparoo. All time classic figural teapot 
with mouth as pouring spout & snail on lid, an outstanding early example in pristine 
condition. 14cm long, minor marks.

1750 - 2250Very Good472

Fowler Novelty Ashtray - Stamped with 'Archer' to base, pottery kiln shaped ashtray with 
chimney 'Fowler Potteries', soft green glaze. 15cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good473

Brickworks Vase - Lovely workmans peice - fluted vase with applied Kookaburra & flower 
decoration, heavily coggled with pie crust rim. Fine harilne under base to edge, 18cm tall, 
minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good474

Stones Bread Plate - U/M, Stones Pottery, Coorparoo. Large brown bread plate with 
embossed wheat sheaves & 'Give us this day our daily bread' - A/W with green blue & 
yellow glaze highlights. Chip & very small hairline to underside of rim edge, 30cm diam.

600 - 800Very Good475

Lithgow Begonia Plate - Imp. Kangaroo stamp to base - later Brownfields period, crackle 
glaze embossed leaf plate. 20cm diam, minor marks. 

125 - 150Very Good476
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Bendigo Cheese Cover & Plate - U/M, Colonial Bendigo Pottery. A/W with embossed 
Kangaroo, Emu & bullrush decoration, green, yellow & brown glaze higlights. Some minor 
imperfections. Rare, in outstanding condition, minor marks.

2750 - 3250Very Good477

Mashman Bros. Jardinere - Imp. 'Mashman Bros. Willoughby NSW' in circle to base. Nice 
ball shaped Jardinere with frilled green glazed rim & a high glazed speckled body. Early 
Aussie pottery with 2 shallow chips to underside of rim edge. 13.5cm tall. Minor marks.

400 - 600Very Good478

Mashman Foliage Ware Jardinere - Imp. 'Marshman Bros. Willoughby NSW' in circle to 
base, stunning graduated pot with a blue glaze pie crust trim &  a marble green body with 
foliage decoration of gum, rose, wattle leaves, etc. A rare quality offering, 13cm tall, minor 
marks.

4000 - 6000Very Good479

Klytie Pate Vase - Signed Klytie Pate to base, beautiful wheel-thrown vase with a soft blue
speckled glaze, a few tiny glaze flakes. Simple & elegant, 25cm tall. Minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good480

Klytie Pate Lamp Base - Signed Klytie Pate to base. Ovoid peireced lamp base with 
serpent decoration, lovely flecked blue/green glaze. Superb quality, 22cm tall. Minor 
marks.

1500 - 1750Very Good481

Ada Carlill Handpainted Vase - European ceramic with handpainted gum leaves & 
blossom decoration, signed 'Ada Carlill' to base. Elegant tall waisted vase, expert painting.
22cm tall, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good482

Pair of Ola Cohn Bookends - Signed to base edge, pair of mirrored figures, depicting 
scholar reading book, original burnished copper finish, some flakes. 27cm tall. Minor 
marks.

600 - 800Very Good483

Lucy Hatton Beck Jug - Signed to base, tall conical jug with flared lip and applied handle 
with grape & vine decoration, multicoloured salt glaze's, an important work of hers. 26cm 
tall, minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good484

Trent Gumleaf Basket - Stamped to base, attractive flared basket with branch handle & 
embossed gum leaves & nut decoration. Green glaze dripped over brown. 23cm long, 
minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good485

Guy Boyd Vases x 2 - Both signed to base, one is a small ovoid shape with black glaze & 
Geraldton wax decoration, 12cm tall. Squat green glaze ball vase with native wild flowers, 
7.5cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good486

Beck Goblets x 2 - Signed R.M. Beck to bases, earthenware goblets with transferred wild 
flowers to interiors. 11cm tall.

60 - 80Good487

Disabled Soliders Vase - Crucfix stamped to base, small ovoid vase with sharp shoulder &
flared rim with chocolate drip glaze, 12cm tall, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good488

Disabled Soliders Jug - Crucfix marked to base, 8 sided bulbous jug with brown glaze, 
sponged with mint green, rare colour, 14cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good489

Gladys Reynell Vase - Signed 'Osrey Ballarat 1925', tall conical vase with flared lip & 
typical rich blue speckled glaze. 14cm tall, minor marks.

350 - 450Very Good490

Hassen Pigott Vase - Artist stamp to base edge, celebrated contemporary artist Gwen 
Hassen Pigott now residing in Ipswich, Qld. A fine cylindrical bottle shape vase with a 
smooth metalic glaze - a magnificent finish. 16.5cm tall.

800 - 1000Very Good491

Juckert Vase - Signed 'Eric Juckert', squat ball shaped vase with tall neck, speckled 
metallic glaze. 10cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good492

Klytie Pate Bowl - Signed to base, high sided round bowl with finely pierced water lilly 
decoration, a soft green glaze to exterior & a rich pink glaze inside, very fine & early. 16cm
diam & 6.5cm tall. Minor marks.

1000 - 1200Very Good493

Contemporary Vases x 2 - Both squat ball shaped Gunda vases, crackle vases, free 
formed. 7-10cm tall. Minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good494

Martin Boyd Plates x 2 - Both signed to reverse, one is snowscape scene, other depicts 
native musican. 13.5cm diams. Minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good495

Martin Boyd Egg Cups x 2 - Both signed to base, handpainted mexican/cactus scenes. 
Under trays are 10.5cm diams, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good496

Bryce-Carter Vase - Initals signed to base, tall cyclindical stump vase with applied gum 
leaf & nut decoration.  Yellow, green & brown drip glaze, a few tiny nibbles to rear & base 
edge, a fine quailty piece. 14cm tall, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good497

Bryce Carter Tough Vase - Signed 'Eric Bryce Carter', to base, fine tree trunk trough on 
wooden stand in a soft yellow glaze, 19.5cm long.

125 - 150Very Good498

Bryce Carter Wall Pocket - Signed 'EC' to reverse, tree truck vased with applied leaf & 
gum nut decoration, yellow & soft green drip glaze, chip to interior of front rim, 16.5cm tall. 
Minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good499

Bryce Carter Wall Pocket - Signed 'E. Byce Carter' to reverse, trunk vase with appiled 
gumleaf & nut decoration. Yellow, green & brown drip glaze, a fine example. 22cm tall, 
minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good500
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Florenz Dish - Signed 'Florenz' to base, fine gum leaf shaped dish with soft brown & yellow
glaze, 17.5cm long. Minor marks.

70 - 90Very Good501

Florenz Wall Vase - Signed to reverse, triangular shape with applied gum leaves & nut 
decoration, yellow & green drip glaze. Beautiful craftsmanship. 19.5cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good502

AMB Ramekin & Saucer - Signed 'AMB' to bases, finely wheel thrown with crude pink & 
green glaze decoration, 165cm diam. Minor marks,

125 - 150Very Good503

Beck Dish & Ramekin - Both signed to base. Shallow dish with abstract design, 12.cm 
diam & a Lucy Beck ramekin with kangaroo design - 10cm diam, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good504

Reference Book - Hard back with dust jacket, 'Bendigo Pottery, by Paul A Scholes', 1979. 60 - 80Good505

Reference Book - Hard cover with dust jacket, 'Australian Pottery, by Marjorie Graham', 
1979.

100 - 125Very Good506

Reference Books x 2 - Both soft cover, 'Australian Found Stoneware, by Ken Arnold' & 
'Nineteen Century S.A. Pottery, by Geoff Ford'.

50 - 60Very Good507

Reference Book - Hard cover with dust jacket, 'The Lithgow Pottery, by Ian Evans', signed 
copy, 1980.

125 - 150Very Good508

Quantity of Reference Books - Two harder to find small Lithgow Pottery books and 
'Australian Found Stoneware', by Ken Arnold.

60 - 80Good509

Reference Books x 3 - 'Ceramics' by Noris Ioannou, '1900 S.A. Pottery' by Geoff Ford & 
'SA Ceramic, 1900 -1950' by Judith Thompson.

125 - 150Good510

Quantity of Reference Book - Includes 'Australian Domestic Pottery', 'Bendigo Pottery', 
Silver, etc.

60 - 80Good511

Newtone Vase - U/M, Newtone Pottery, Sydney, small ovoid vase with pale blue glaze & 
handpainted Australian gum tree landscape. Some crazing & minor marks. 10.5cm tall.

225 - 275Very Good512

Newtone Vase - Stamped to base, taller ovoid vase with two handles, blue speckled glaze 
on white, with handpainted gum leaves & blossoms. Great colour, 15.5cm tall. Minor 
marks.

350 - 450Very Good513

Newtone Vase - U/M, tall ovoid vase with two handles, matt green glaze & handpainted 
gum leaves & blossoms, signed Joy Yesman. A large attractive piece, 21cm tall. Minor 
marks.

500 - 600Very Good514

Newtone Vase - Stamped to base, ovoid vase with matt green glaze & handpainted floral 
decoration, minute glaze rub to lip rim. 15.5cm tall, some crazing & minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good515

Newtone Bowl - Stamped to base, large circular fruit bowl with matt green glaze & 
handpainted gum leaf & blossom decoration. Some glaze imperfections, 21.5cm diam, 
minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good516

Regal Mashman Vase - Stamped to base, small waisted vase with brown & green drip 
glaze, 9.5cm tall.

20 - 30Very Good517

Regal Mashman Vases x 3 - All stamped to base, mini vases, various glazes, all 9cm tall, 
minor marks.

50 - 70Very Good518

Bendigo Posy Vase - U/M, circular flower bowl with brown & blotched white, typical 
bendigo glaze. 17.5cm diam, minor marks.

50 - 60Very Good519

Regal Mashman Vase - Stamped to base, large squat vase with two handles in green & 
yellow drip glaze, 20cm diam. Minor marks.

75 - 100Very Good520

Regal Mashman Bowl - Stamped to base, large round shallow bowl with brown & green 
drip glaze, 26cm diam. Minor marks.

75 - 100Very Good521

Regal Mashman Vase - Stamped to base, squat round vase with high handles, brown with 
white blotched glaze, 19cm diam. Minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good522

Regal Mashman Bowl - Stamped to base, high sided round bowl, blue & yellow drip glaze, 
18.5cm diam, 10cm tall. Minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good523

Regal Mashman Vase - Stamped to base, tall tapered ribbed vase, brown glaze with green
& white highlights. 18.5cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good524

Regal Mashman Rose Vase - Stamped to base, a large pudding shape vase with pierced 
holes to top, brown glaze with blotched blue, green & white highlights, hole has been 
drilled in base, otherwise good. 12.5cm tall.

60 - 80Fair525

Regal Mashman Vase - Stamped to base, round deco shape, white & brown drip glaze. 
14.5cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good526

Handbuilt Vase - Signed 'Jackaman' to base, squat round vase with hand-applied gum 
leaves & nut decoration, brown drip glaze on green, 16cm diam, minor marks.

125 - 150Very Good527

Handbuilt Vase - Signed 'HD Matta' to base, squat round orange glaze vase with fine 
hand-applied gum leaves & gum nuts, attractive, 16cm diam. Minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good528
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Edith Brown Vase - Signed to base, large squat conical vase with magnificent rich cobalt 
blue, deep red & yellow glazed, Art Nouveau floral design, museum quality, 23cm diam, 
minor marks.

800 - 1200Very Good529

Handbuilt Bowl - Signed 'I Stirling' to base, large round well built bowl with hand applied 
gum leaf & nut decoration, yellow green & white drip glaze, 17.5cm diam. 

125 - 150Very Good530

Handbuilt Dish & Vase - Both signed to base, handbuilt dish with Daisy design & matt 
green glaze vase with grape & vine decoration. 16cm diam & 9cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Good531

Studio Anna Wall Plate - Signed to reverse, brown & white glaze featuring Koala, fine 
work. 24.5cm diam, minor marks.

50 - 60Very Good532

Hand Built Trough - Mitchell School, SA. signed 'WM Webb, 1938', large rectangular 
trough with gum leaf & blossom decoration, soft green & pink drip glaze, 29cm long, minor
marks.

175 - 225Very Good533

Harry Mammott Wall Charger - Signed to reverse, pale green glaze feauturing two large 
handpainted pineapples, 'Surfers Paradise'. 31cm diam, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good534

Float Bowls x 2 - One marked 'Regal Mashman', other U/M Pates , both squat round 
bowls, with pink majolica glaze, Pates has frog. Both 27cm diam, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good535

Pottery Billabong - Salt glazed pond base with Kookaburra's, Paltypus, Frogs and more, 
an interesting contemporary piece, 20cm diam, minor marks.

80 - 120Good536

Bossons Wall Plaques x 2 - Both marked to reverse, figure of a well modelled Koala with 
baby, 24cm tall & wall plate featuring two seated aborigines. 33 x 29cm, minor marks

80 - 120Good537

Kalmar Vases x 2 - One is signed to base, tall multicoloured tree trunk vase feauturing 
bird, 30cm tall & a figural wall vase with Kangaroo, 14cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good538

Braemore Vases x 2 - Both U/M, large flower shaped open vase, 16cm tall &  branch 
handled vase with gum leaves, 23cm tall. Both in green, yellow & brown glaze. Some 
crazing & minor marks.

60 - 80Good539

Robert Gordon Vase & Jug - Contemporary pieces, stamped to base, bulbous vase with 
flared rim & fish design, 14cm tall & large jug with game bird design, 16cm tall. Minor 
marks.

40 - 60Very Good540

Bendigo Vase & Float Bowl - Large tapered vase, 25cm tall & round float bowl with frog 
insert, 25cm diam. Both in brown drip glaze, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good541

Pottery Vases x 3 - All soft green glazes, 'Davnel' Swan vase, 24cm long & a 'Davnel' 
basket with applied flowers, 12cm tall & U/M Frog vase, 12cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good542

Pates Vases x 2 - Both stamped, shell shaped wall vase in yellow & brown speckled glaze 
(some crazing), 19cm tall. And a swan vase in soft green glaze, 14.5cm tall. Minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good543

Pates Vases x 3 - All U/M, classic deco shaped with embossed flower decorations, typical 
Pates brown & blue drip glazes. One has minor lip nibble, 17-19cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 100Very Good544

Bosley Garden Ornaments - Life size figures of Kookaburra's, crudely built, with brown & 
green handpainted glaze. One has minor marks, the other has scattered glaze peeling, 
20cm tall.

150 - 200Fair545

Bosley Garden Ornament - Large well modelled green frog, some scattered chips, have 
had good restoration. 22cm tall.

200 - 250Good546

Bosley Garden Ornament - Well modelled Koala holding tree trunk, with gum leaf & gum 
nut base, base has large chips, body has scattered dings, 23cm tall.

100 - 125Fair547

Bosley Figurine - Large well modelled Dog in brown, green & red glaze, some glaze flakes 
to ears & nose, 30 long. Minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good548

Alan James Mask - U/M, typical Remued lime green glaze, stylised face with head dress, 
a fine piece. 10.5cm tall, minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good549

Remued Vase - Squat ovoid with wide mouth, yellow drip glaze over brown, fine hairlines 
emanating from rim. 11.5cm tall.

40 - 60Fair550

Remued Vases x 3 - All have incised pattern numbers to base. Tall waisted vase & small 
ovoid vase both with ribbed bodies & yellow glaze dripped over green 11cm & 8cm tall - 
small flared rim vase with yellow over blue dripped glaze, 9cm tall. One has lip chip & 
minor marks.

80 - 100Good551

Remued Jugs x 2 - Both have incised pattern numbers to base, one has ribbed body with 
green dripped glaze. Other has branch handle, yellow dripped over pink glaze. Both 8cm 
tall, minor marks.

50 - 60Good552

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued 27' to base, squat ball shaped vase, rich cobalt blue 
glaze with yellow & red highlights, original foil sticker. 8.5cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good553
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Premier Pottery Handled Pot - Signed PPP to base, squat tapered bowl, with tri feet & 
handles, cane glaze with yellow, green & blue outlined decoration. Most attractive, 6cm 
tall, minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good554

Premier Pottery Vase - Signed 'PPP' to base, small waisted vase with oversize handles, 
cane glaze with rich blue, yellow & red outlined design, a stunner. 10cm tall, minor marks. 

250 - 300Very Good555

Premier Pottery Vase - Stamped 'PPP' to base, a squat ball shaped vase with flared rim & 
mottled red, yellow & green abstract glaze, 7.5cm tall. Minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good556

Remued Decorative Jug - Signed 'Remued' to base, bulbous base with tall flared neck, 
soft pink & green glaze, applied branch handle, gum leaves & nuts, Koala scratches to 
body, 11cm tall. minor marks.

400 - 500Very Good557

Remued Basket - Signed 'Remued 18' to base, flared rim basket with twist handle, green 
& white drip glaze, original foil label, 17.5cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good558

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued, 151m' to base, a large squat ribbed vase with flared rim 
& large applied gum leaf & nut decoration, white & yellow drip glaze on brown with green 
leaves, early & rare, 12cm tall. Minor marks.

1750 - 2250Very Good559

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued 35' to base, tall double waisted vase with large flared 
rim, rich cobalt blue with bright yellow & white over glaze decoration, great colours, 
unusual shape. 19.5cm tall. Minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good560

Remued Candle Holder - Signed 'Remued, 148' to base, small conical handle holder with 
applied branch handle, green & burnt orange dripped glaze over brown, rare, 7.5cm tall, 
minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good561

Pamela Jug - Signed 'Pamela, 1934' to base, glorious ovoid jug with flared rim & applied 
branch handle, large beautifully applied gum leaf & nuts decoration, rich red & green glaze
over bright royal blue, some rim damage, has been very professional restored. 15.5cm tall.

1750 - 2250Good562

Remued Vase - U/M, squat bulbous vase with flared rim & applied gum leaf & nut 
decoration, drip glaze in earth tones & green glaze highlights. 9.5cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good563

Remued Basket - Signed 'Remued' to base, large flared basket with twist handle, white & 
yellow drip glaze on mauve. 21.5cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good564

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued, 191-9' to base, large tapered ribbed body with flared rim
& applied branch handle, glorious yellow & white drip glaze on green, some discoloured 
crazing & minor marks. 23.5cm tall.

375 - 425Very Good565

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued, 466-10' to base, tall ovoid patterned body with rolled lip, 
a pleasent green glaze with splashes of burnt orange & white, 25cm tall. Minor marks.

200 - 250Very Good566

Giant Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued, 13-12' to base, tall oviod ribbed body with flared 
rim, yellow & white  dripped glaze on green, original foil label, 30cm tall, minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good567

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued 468-10' to base, tall bellied vase with flared rim, 
patterened body in a mid blue glaze, yellow & white dripped glaze with burnt orange spots.
24.5cm tall, minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good568

Remued Vase - Signed 'Remued', tall ovoid with ribbed base & flared rim, applied branch 
handle, cream & burnt orange drip glaze on blue. 18.5cm tall. Minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good569

Pair of Cayley Paintings - Both signed 'Neville Cayley', original framed water colours on 
pencil sketch of Blue Wren chasing butterfly & Red Breast on branch, well executed. 
Mounts have been replaced & one has no glass. 46cm x 52cm.

800 - 1200Very Good570

Pair of Carlill Charcoal Sketches - Both signed 'AA Carlill', large still lifes, one feauturing 
oranges, other coconuts, original frames & mounts, some foxing & marks. 68cm x 40cm. 

250 - 350Good571

McCredie Bowls x 2 - Both signed to base, large oval bowl, black & green glaze, 20cm 
long. And a squat ball shaped vase with frog insert, yellow & green drip glaze, 9cm tall. 
Both have minor marks. 

40 - 60Very Good572

McCredie Giant & Mini Vase - Both signed to bases. A Large ribbed bodied vase with 
flared rim, white exterior with green glaze inside, 21cm tall. & mini waisted vase with 
yellow & blue drip glaze, 7.5cm tall. Minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good573

McCredie Wall Vase - Signed with monogram 'Epping NSW' to base, triangular shaped 
vase with embossed gum leaf & nut decoation in a soft green glaze. 18.5cm tall, minor 
marks.

125 - 150Very Good574

Dyson Dishes x 2 - One is signed 'Dyson Studio' to base, strawberry shaped bowls with 
pink glaze and green & white applied decoation. Both 15cm diam, minor marks.

30 - 40Very Good575

Jug & Vase - Small Bendigo milk jug, brown & white drip glaze & a small ball shped vase 
with embossed Koalas, green & yellow glaze, both 8cm tall. Minor marks. 

40 - 50Very Good576

Bennett Vases x 3 - All signed 'Bennett Adelaide' to base, various shapes & glazes. 
8-14cm tall. All have minor A/Fs.

50 - 60Good577
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Campbell Vases x 2 - Both signed 'John Campbell' to base. One is a squat round vase 
with blue & white flecked glaze, other is ginger jar shape with matt green glaze. Both 10cm
tall, minor marks.

75 - 100Very Good578

Campbell Dog Bowl - Signed 'John Campbell, 1933' to base, deep round bowl with 
multicoloured majolica glaze on yellow. Great colours but some rim chips have been 
restored. 19cm diam.

60 - 80Repaired579

Campbell Vase - Signed 'John Campbell' to base, large ovoid vase with flared rim, lovely 
yellow & green drip glaze, 19cm tall. Minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good580

Campbell Vase - Signed John Campbell to base, medium ovoid vase with ribbed neck, 
khaki & white drip glaze, 15cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good581

Campbell Trough - Signed 'John Campbell' to base, rectangular deep trough in royal blue 
& white drip glaze. 24cm long, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good582

Campbell Vase - Signed 'John Campbell' to base, medium size with flared rim & handles. 
Green & white drip glaze. 17cm tall.

80 - 120Very Good583

Campbell Vase & Basket - Both signed 'John Campbell' to base, green glaze waisted 
vase, 10cm tall & a yellow drip glaze basket with branch handle, 12cm tall, minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good584

Campbell Ashtrays x 2 - Both signed 'John Campbell' to base, one is map of Tasmainia, 
other is simple square shape, 11 & 7cm diams, minor marks.

40 - 50Very Good585

Campbell Vases x 3 - All signed 'John Campbell' to base, simple mini vases in various 
earth tones. 6-8cm tall, minor marks.

50 - 60Very Good586

Campbell Basket & Ashtray - Both signed 'John Campbell' to base, mini basket with 
branch handle & a simple small ashtray both in green drip glaze. Minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good587

Pottery Vases x 2 - Small 'John Campbell' urn shaped vase with a green dripped glaze, 
12cm tall. & a 'McHugh' vase on pedestal base with brown & bright yellow drip glaze, 
9.5cm tall. Minor marks. 

60 - 80Very Good588

Campbell Jug & Vase - Both signed 'John Campbell' to base, yellow & green glazed jug, 
'Tasmainia' to side. & small green glazed vase with appiled branch handle, both 9.5cm tall.
Minor marks.

50 - 70Very Good589

McHugh Ball Vases - Both signed 'H Mchugh' to base, simple footed ball shaped vases 
with peirced holes to top. One has black & yellow glaze, other is brown & yellow. 8cm tall, 
minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good590

Pottery Vases x 2 - Small signed 'McHugh' waisted vase with large handles with a blue 
drip glaze, 9cm tall & a small signed 'John Campbell' ribbed vase in yellow & green 
dripped glaze. Minor marks. 

60 - 80Very Good591

McHugh Vase & Bowl - Both signed 'H McHugh' to base, one is a tall shouldered vase, 
12cm tall & a squat round bowl. Both with yellow & brown drip glaze, 6.5cm tall. Some 
minor marks.

75 - 100Very Good592

McHugh Vases x 2 - Both signed 'H McHugh' to base, one is simple conical shape, 13cm 
and other is high shouldered, 15cm tall. Both in brown & yellow drip glaze. 

100 - 125Very Good593

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, wide round base with long flared neck, brown 
& yellow drip glaze, attractive, 13cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good594

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, cylindrical vase on pedestal base, candy 
stripe multicoloured glaze, large shallow chip to underside of base edge, 11.5cm tall.

60 - 80Good595

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H Mchugh' to base, tall elegant urn shaped vase with flared rim, a 
brown & yellow drip glaze, 21.5cm tall. Minor marks.

125 - 150Good596

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, double ball shaped vase in a rich brown & 
yellow blotched glaze, 15.5cm tall, minor marks.

150 - 175Very Good597

McHugh Dog Bowl - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, large round bowl with turned in lip, 
brown/white drip glaze on green, heavy & unusual. 21cm diam, minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good598

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, squat round base with long flared neck, 
yellow blotched on green glaze. 13cm tall, minor marks.

100 - 125Very Good599

McHugh Vase - Signed 'H McHugh' to base, large round squat with flared neck, yellow & 
green drip glaze, some dicoloured crazing, 13cm tall. 

150 - 175Good600

Diana Musical Jug - Pattern number to base, classic embossed cordial Jug 'Waltzing 
Matilda', featuring swagman & sheep, complete with working muscial mechamism, 20cm 
tall. Minor marks.

275 - 325Very Good601

Wembley Ashtray - Stamped to base, tree stump ashtray with Kookaburra atop, tip of beak
has been professionally restored, nice colours, 10cm tall & 14cm diam.

60 - 80Good602

Pair of Wembley Vases - Foil stickers to base, simple, small black glaze vase with lustre 
interiors and gold leaf trim, both 8cm tall.

60 - 80Very Good603

Wembley Ashtray - Marked to base, Lustre ware wave shaped tray with seagull atop, 
lovely condition. 17cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good604
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Wembley Ashtray - Stamped to base, a round lustre tray with gum leaves & Koala holding 
tree trunk atop. Hand painted decoration, 9cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good605

Wembley Novelty Lamp - Stamped 'H Brisbane & Wunderlich' to interior, life size model of
Owl with glass eyes in brown, grey & white tones. Original fittings, decorative only. Minor 
marks. 22.5cm tall.

400 - 500Very Good606

Wembley Ashtray - U/M, round decorated ashtray featuring 'Australian Native Stockman', 
15.5cm diam, minor marks.

40 - 60Very Good607

Wembely Shaving Mug - Marked to base, well modelled figural 'Australian Native Head', 
made for the Melbourne Olympics 1956, decorated with goannas, some glaze wear, 
crazing & small flake to side rim, 10cm tall.

225 - 275Good608

Calyx Cup Saucer & Plate - Marked 'Calyx, Perth WA' with swan to base, fine handled 
cup, plate & saucer with hand painted silhouette of Kangaroo's  at dusk, some crazing and
light staining, rare & diserable, 8cm tall.

500 - 600Good609

MCP Vase - Marked to base, large round Deco vase with embossed dancing lady & 
stylised handles, blue & yellow dripped on maroon glaze, 26cm tall. Minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good610

Pates Ashtray - Stamped to base, green glaze round ashtray with yellow & brown stylised 
Owl atop, a rare item, 8.5cm tall.

150 - 175Very Good611

Pottery Vase - U/M, squat based vase with tapered neck & oversized handles, embossed 
gum leaves, green & yellow drip glaze. 17.5cm tall, mnor marks.

60 - 80Very Good612

Melrose Bowl - Stamped to base, squat round bowl with handles & embossed gum leaf 
decoration in a light maroon glaze. 23cm diam. minor marks.

175 - 225Very Good613

Melrose Vase - Stamped to base, small ovoid vase with embossed guim leaf decoation, 
matt green glaze, 6.5cm tall, minor marks.

50 - 60Very Good614

Melrose Vase - Stamped to base, classic urn shape with handles, purple dripped over pink
glaze, 10cm tall, minor marks.

50 - 70Very Good615

Melrose Vase - Paper label (and probably stamped) to base, small ball vase with 
embossed leaf decoration, blue & white dripped glaze, 8cm tall, minor marks.

80 - 100Very Good616

Melrose Vase - U/M, Caneware glaze, simple vase with embossed gum leaf decoration. 
8cm tall, some crazing & fine hairlines.

30 - 40Good617

Trent Vase - Signed 'Trent Artware Sydney' to base, airbrushed & lustre glaze vase with 
magnificent handpainted gum branch & blossoms. Some minor marks & manufacturing 
flaws. A striking piece, 13cm tall.

225 - 275Very Good618

Hoffman Commemorative Jug - Stamped to base, yellow glazed jug made for 'Melbourne 
Centenary 1934', portraits of Fawkner & Batman. 12cm tall, minor marks.

60 - 80Very Good619

NMP Handbuilt Jug - Signed NMP, 'Sydney' to base, tall majolica jug with fine applied 
branch handle & leaf decoration, beautiful colours, 20cm tall, minor marks.

600 - 800Very Good620

NMP Ashtray - Signed 'NMP Sydney', to base, small log shaped ashtray with Kookaburra 
decoration, green, brown & yellow glaze. 9cm long, minor marks.

80 - 120Very Good621

Louisa Taylor Vase - Signed 'L Taylor' to base, fine squat round vase with applied 
mushroom decoration in a soft blue, white & red glaze. 11cm diam. minor marks.

225 - 275Very Good622

Phillipa James Jug - Hand signed to base, simple wheel thrown jug with handle & red drip 
glaze over soft blue body. 7cm tall, minor marks.

250 - 300Very Good623

Phillipa James Jug - Hand signed to base, decorative jug with large sweeping tree stylised
handle & rim. A unique matt glaze in tan, white & green, blue interior.  Most attractive, 
11cm tall. Minor marks.

800 - 1200Very Good624

Deerbon Bowl - Hand signed to base, small bowl with frilled rim, applied floral decoration 
with multicoloured glaze, some crazing & hairlines to edge. 15cm diam.

80 - 120Fair625

Deerbon Stylised Jug - Hand signed to base, magnificent blue glaze trunk shaped jug with 
sweeping branch handle in greens & browns. A fine piece of her work. 12cm tall, minor 
marks.

800 - 1200Very Good626

Merric Boyd Vase - Signed 'M Boyd, 1931' to base, simple rolled lipped vase with brown & 
green drip glaze, 15cm tall, minor marks.

400 - 600Very Good627

Merric Boyd Vase - Decorated by Doris Boyd, 1934. Beautifully wheel thrown tall ovoid 
vase with large handpainted trees & birds in blue & black glazes on blue/grey backgound. 
21cm tall, minor marks.

1000 - 1250Very Good628

Australian Pottery - To be announced. 0 - 0Not Applicable629

Castle Harris Bowl - Hand signed to base, rectangular, flared & pierced bowl with handle - 
applied flannel flowers, green & grey on white glaze, very fine. 27cm x 18cm, minor marks.

325 - 375Very Good630

Castle Harris Bowl - Hand signed to base, a high sided bowl with branch handle & applied 
grape & leaf decoration, pale blue with green & brown glaze, chips to top of leaves. 11cm 
diam.

125 - 150Good631
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Castle Harris Jardiniere - Hand signed to base, a large oval jardiniere with pie crust rim 
with exquisite hand applied gum leaf & blossom decoration, soft blue, yellow, green, & 
pink glazes, couple of minor flakes. A quality example of his work. 16cm tall.

600 - 800Very Good632

Castle Harris Decorative Jug - Hand signed to base, A/W wheelthrown jug with hand 
applied vine handle, grape & leaf decoation, some damage to leaves and discoloured 
crazing. 11cm tall.

125 - 150Fair633

Castle Harris Spill Vase - Hand signed to base, spectacular hand modelled Frilled Neck 
Lizard on a tree trunk, brown & green drip glaze with vase provision in trunk. A very rare & 
important piece, tiny chip to base edge, has been retouched, 20cm x 20cm. 

8000 - 12000Very Good634
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